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1.0 LICENSE HISTORY 

PL623 was awarded to Talisman Energy Norge AS (‘Talisman’ Operator, 40%), Premier Oil 
Norge AS (‘Premier’, 20%), Maersk Oil Norway AS (‘Maersk’, 20%) and Bridge Energy 
Norge AS (‘Bridge’, 20%) in February 2012 with a work program of seismic reprocessing, 
relevant geological / geophysical studies, and drill-or-drop decision after two years. 

The partnership applied for an eighteen month licence extension which was rejected.  
Talisman then decided to withdraw from the licence and the partners agreed to distribute 
their interest equally amongst them.  Premier agreed to assume operatorship. The 
authorities subsequently approved an application for a six month licence extension for the 
new partnership (Premier, Op. – 34%, Maersk 33%, Bridge 33 %) with new drill-or-drop 
decision deadline August 3rd 2014.  

During the licence period four EC/MC meetings were held. 

Following an evaluation of the prospectivity in the licence acreage the partnership concluded 
that no prospect of sufficient volumetric potential to warrant drilling was present. The 
decision to drop PL623 (not committing to drill a well) is unanimous in the partnership.  

 

Figure 1. Map showing location of PL623 with nearest fileds, wells  and prospectivity in the background. 
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2.0 DATABASE 

The seismic database used to in the evaluation leading up to the licence application were 2D 
surveys (a selection of spec and released public surveys of varying vintages) and released 
3D data (Fugro Terracube). As a part of work program parts of four 3D surveys (MC3D-
GRV2010, ST8215, ST9305, and SVG94) were merged and reprocessed into a new survey, 
TE13M001, in order to provide coverage of the licence.  The main processing aim was to 
optimise imaging of the Jurassic structuration, the Hugin Formation on-lap play and the 
deeper Zechstein Formation. As the central part of the area was only covered by pseudo-3D 
seismic data, interpolation had to be used on to fill in the gaps.  The reprocessing was 
significantly delayed and did not complete until December 2013. The reprocessed seismic 
data quality is considered to be of fair to good quality but due to interpolation issues the area 
covered by input survey ST8215 has lower frequency content than rest of the volume 
(Figures 2, 3). The re-mapping and prospectivity analysis for PL623 was undertaken using 
TE13M001.  

 

Figure 2. The coverage of merged and reprocessed 3D survey TE13M001 is shown in violet polygon and 
approximate area affected by interpolation in red.  
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Figure 3. An example arbitrary line across 3D survey TE13M001 utilised in reinterpretation of PL623 area.  

 

The common well database were used in the stratigraphic evaluation, the generation of 
synthetic seismograms for well-seismic ties, velocity modelling for depth conversion, regional 
pressure analysis,  petrophysical analysis to assess reservoir quality and to develop a 
depositional model of the area. The key wells of PL623 are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. PL623 key wells showing availability of cores, time-depth charts, CPI’s and synthetics.  
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3.0 REVIEW OF GEOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK 

 
The PL623 partnership has undertaken several studies as a part of prospectivity evaluation.   
 
A complete seismic reinterpretation was carried out on 3D survey TE13M001 in order to 
establish play concepts. Prospectivity was identified in: 

• Triassic; -fault-bounded structural traps reliant on fault seal and well as dip closure, 
overlaying Upper Jurassic shales constitute top seal 

• Middle Jurassic; -pinch out trap, shallow marine sandstones or turbidities passing 
laterally into sealing mudstones, overlying Upper Jurassic shales constitute top seal 

• Tertiary; -structural and stratigraphic leads in turbidite system setting 
 

An in-house reservoir quality study was initiated to understand the facies properties of 
Triassic, Middle Jurassic and Tertiary reservoirs as identified prospective targets. The results 
shows the Triassic (Skagerrak Fm., fluvial deposits) reservoir to be quite good with indication 
of a small decrease in porosity with depth. 
The Middle Jurassic Hugin Formation exhibits variable porosity and thickness development 
within the study area. 
The Middle Jurassic Sleipner Formation exhibits large regional variation in facies but 
reservoir potential is expected although reservoir quality is expected to be poorer than in the 
Grevling discovery to the south-east. 
The reservoir properties of the Heimdal Formation (Tertiary) are very good.  
 
The PL623 area is included in a regional basin modelling study. Results suggest that gas or 
gas condensate are the likely fluid phases. No common migration pathways with the 
Sleipner field area are indicated but predicted migration pathways confirm possible charge 
into identified prospectivity.  
 
In-house blocky AVO models for the Heimdal Formation suggest that the potential AVO 
effects from hydrocarbon saturation are relatively subtle but maybe detectable in the case of 
gas and gas condensate depending on thickness of sands and signal:noise ratio of the 
seismic data. There is a potential subtle phase reversal on the far angles (>35deg) with 
gas/gas condensate. 
 
An in-house pressure study was carried out in order to evaluate the existence of effective 
seal between Middle Jurassic reservoirs within the Hugin and Sleipner Fm’s. The results 
indicate some variability in regional pressures.  Example wells 15/9-7 and 15/9-22 T2 
demonstrate effective seal between the Hugin and Sleipner formations, whereas Grevling 
well 15/12-21 indicates pressure communication between Skagerrak-Sleipner-Hugin.  The 
overall conclusion is however that in the PL623 area Sleipner Formation is sealing. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of reservoir pressure plot with indication of effective seal level in Sleipner Formation in well 
15/9-22T2 and absence of seal in well 15/12-21. 

 

4.0 PROSPECT UPDATE 

The prospectivity of the area was previously described using 3D survey Fugro Terracube. 
Prospectivity was identified at Permian, Middle and Upper Jurassic and Tertiary levels. 
Based on a regional study of the reservoir quality of the Rotligend Group, the Permian 
prospectivity was excluded from further evaluation. The interpretation of the reprocessed 
seismic survey indicates a limited extent of Middle Jurassic Hugin Formation sandstones 
and describes new prospectivity related to this.  The potential prospectivity of the Triassic 
and Tertiary was confirmed with identification of new leads.  

 

Issoleie  

The main prospect on the licence, Issoleie is a moderately sized, N-S trending antiform 
structure, expressed at the Base Upper Jurassic unconformity (base regional seal) and at 
top Sleipner Formation level. Two structural models were considered; 

• 3–way dip closure with crest of Skagerrak reservoir at 3090m and maximum 
structural closure at 3350m with maximum extent of 8.9 km2. The structure is strongly 
dependent on fault seal capacity. 

• 4–way dip closure with crest of Skagerrak reservoir at 3090m and maximum 
structural closure at 3250m with maximum extent of 4.6 km2.    
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Figure 5 . 3D maps of Issoleie structural models with indication of location of critical fault (right picture). 

 

Figure 6. Cross section through Issoleie structure and Top Triassic contour map with an indication of three 
possible scenarios of column height.  

 

The main reservoir is thought to be sandstones of the Triassic Skagerrak Formation and/or 
the Middle Jurassic Sleipner Formation if present.  Penetrated Skagerrak Fm. in nearby 
wells consists of sandstones with stringers of claystone, shale and occasional dolomite with 
gross thickness 58–193m, N/G 87-94% and average porosity 18-19%.  Well 15/9-14 
encountered 2.5m of oil shows in Skagerrak Fm. sandstones. 
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Top seal is represented by overlaying Upper Jurassic shale, potential Sleipner Fm. 
mudstones and/or Upper Jurassic shale.  

Charge could occur from two directions; from mature gas generation source rocks located to 
the west and from a southern local oil-prone kitchen. 

The main risk is assigned to the sealing capacity of the main bounding fault. The prospect is 
mostly juxtaposed against Upper Jurassic shales, but the fault throw is limited in the crestal 
areas and this could lead to leakage to the east.  

 

Walnut 

Walnut is described as a small fault bounded 4–way dip closure with upside represented by 
a potential stratigraphic onlap trap to the east. The crest of structure is at 3100m with 
maximum structural closure at 3280m with maximum area of 11.1 km2

. The reservoir is 
considered to be Middle Jurassic Hugin Formation sandstones with estimated thickness of 
up to 100m. Hugin Formation penetrations in nearby wells consist of interbedded 
sandstones, claystones, and shale with occasionally coals.  Well 15/9-14 and 15/9-10 
encountered 5m and 1m respectively of sandstones with oil shows in Hugin Fm. The source 
kitchen for this prospect lies immediately on the west. Walnut is believed to be connected to 
the HC migration fairway. The main risk for Walnut is the seal towards the east where the 
Hugin Formation onlaps the Sleipner Formation which could act as either a reservoir or a 
seal depending on local facies development. 

 

Figure 7 . Cross section through Walnut structure with location of 4–way dip compartment and onlap trap and 
Hugin reservoir contour map with an indication of three possible scenarios of column height.  
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Up dip of 15/9-14

The Up dip of 15/9-14 trap considers a potential hydrocarbon accumulation at two levels; -in
the Skagerrak Formation with a maximum area of 2.7 km2, crest at 3100m and maximum
structural closure at 3240m; -and in the Heimdal Formation with a maximum area of 2.6 km2,
crest at 2490m and maximum structural closure at 2530m. The Skagerrak Formation as
encountered by well 15/9/14 consists of sandstones with thin stringers of claystones and
shale with 193 m gross thickness, N/G 94%, average porosity 19% and 2.5m of oil shows.
The Heimdal Formation is a very good reservoir with 25% of average porosity.

Wildcat

The Wildcat structure (previously named Reinrose by Premier Oil) is treated as a multilevel
opportunity with its crest located outside the Norwegian Continental Shelf (i.e. on the UKCS).
The volumetric assessment below refers to the portion located within PL623 only. The
reservoir is believed to be within Heimdal, Hugin and Skagerrak formations.

The risk summary (Table 2) for the two main prospects and estimated volumes for identified
PL623 prospectivity are presented below (Table 3).

Table 2. Risk summary for the two main prospects in PL623.

Table 3.Gross recoverable resources for PL623 prospectivit y.

P90 P50 P10 Mean Ph
Issoleie 2.27 9.17 24.3 11.6 19
Walnut 3.7 14.9 36.4 17.8 20
Wildcat (consolidated) 1.26 10 22.4 11.2 78
Updip of 15/9-14 (consolidated) 2.5 4.87 10.2 5.7 63

PL623 Gross Recoverable Resources (mmboe)
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5.0 TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS 

Due to the limited potential of the opportunity a full economic evaluation has not been carried 
out.  

 

 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The technical evaluation of PL623 improved the understanding of the prospectivity in the 
licence area. The reprocessed seismic interpretation and additional studies has highlighted 
challenges related to trap integrity due to uncertainty of top and base seal capacity. This has 
impacted the risk evaluation of the prospectivity and drastically reduced the volumetric 
potential of the traps. 

Based on the evaluation briefly presented herein the partnership concluded that no drillable 
prospect was present within the licence acreage and it was decided to drop the licence in its 
entirety at the drill or drop deadline.  
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